Stephen King – IT

The ultimate story of good vs evil. Mike, Eddie, Bev, Big Bill, Ben, Stan and Richie are the members of The Losers Club. In 1957, after the flood and when they were 11, Big Bill’s younger brother George died from IT in the drain. Not long after most of The Losers Club move but not before they came face to face with it in the drains. Mike was the only one to stay in Derry so he was the only one to remember what happened all the rest forgot.

Every 27 years IT comes back for a feast so next time was 1984. Mike rings up all of the members and reminds them of their promise. They all make it except Stan. I wonder what happened to him? They all head back to Derry slowly remembering what happened in ’57. Do they defeat IT? Well I won’t spoil it for you so it’s up to you to find that one out.

Have fun. This one isn’t one for the faint hearted.